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DeepBlue, Australia’s string rock experience are touring India from 28th November
to 6th December 2012.
Imagine a group that shuffles Radiohead, Corelli, Gotye and DeepBlue originals remixed
with lush strings, big beats and rock ‘n’ roll. DeepBlue’s new show Who Are You is all
about the music and the moments that shape our lives. The performers’ exquisite playing,
precision moves, circus antics and immersive visuals are guaranteed to delight
audiences.
[paragraph about how we’ve been invited to participate in Oz Fest and also perform at
the blueFROG in Mumbai and Delhi – maybe also mention the orphanage workshop here
too?}
Co-producer and Queensland University of Technology (QUT) Professor, Andy Arthurs
describes a DeepBlue show as a social night that is full of fun. “In all DeepBlue shows,
audiences experience fantastic emotional performances from 10 energetic musicians. We
hope that everyone will have a great night out together”.
Since DeepBlue began as an ARC project at the Creative Industries Faculty of QUT in
2005, they have constantly researched the desires of their audience. Initially, inviting
their fans text in their dreams and song requests, DeepBlue now get to know their
audience via their ground-breaking Interactive Programme. Audiences use their Wi-Fi
enabled devices (smart phones, iPads etc.) to access the Interactive Show Programmme
that is full of info about DeepBlue’s music and also enables audience members to
confidentially share identity-forming moments of their lives during the show
Since 2006 DeepBlue has worked and performed with over 5000 young musicians across
Australia in YoungBlue workshops and holiday programs. Visit www.youngblue.net.au
for more info. In collaboration with Dhararvi Rocks, Acorn Foundation and blueFROG
DeepBlue musicians will run workshops and performances with children from local
orphanages.
DeepBlue have wowed audiences across Australia and overseas, sold out their last two
Brisbane seasons, and were finalists on the 2011 TV show Australia’s Got Talent.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ey2MjjfaQl8&feature=relmfu
For more information about DeepBlue visit www.deepblue.net.au
For high res copies of DeepBlue photos or to arrange an interview with a DeepBlue
performer, please contact Greta Kelly on 0422 588 693 or gretackelly@gmail.com
India performance and workshop dates and locations
Performance at blueFROG – Delhi –29th Nov, 8pm

The Kila, Seven Style Mill Compound, Mehrauli, New Delhi 011 3080 0300
Workshop hosted by Lady Sri Ram College – Ahmedabad – Friday 30th Nov
Do we mention the Adani Event on 2nd December?
Performance at the National Institute of Design – Mumbai – 3rd Dec
Workshop in collaboration with Dharahvi Rocks – Mumbai – 4th Dec

Performance at blueFROG – Mumbai 5th Dec, 8pm
Zeba Center, Mathuradas Mill Compound, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel
022 6158 6158 bluefrog.co.in

